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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThis paper is a continuation of and companion to our previous paper 1 .
w xTo avoid repetition we will use definitions, notations, and results of 1
without additional comments.
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In this paper we derive effective criteria and explicit formulas for
 .canonical factorization of triangular almost periodic AP matrix-valued
w xfunctions. Having obtained, in the companion paper 1 , a criterion for the
existence of canonical factorization for AP matrix-valued functions of theW
form
ilje 0
G j s 1.1 .  .yi ljf j e .
and formulas for factorization factors in terms of corona solutions, we turn
now to the question of calculating the factors and getting canonical
factorization criteria for concrete classes of triangular AP matrix-valuedW
functions in terms of their entries. The factorization problem for different
wclasses of triangular AP matrix functions was studied in 10, 12, 13, 9, 2,W
x7, 16 . For applications of these results to the invertibility study of
difference operators on a semi-axis or on a finite interval and to Fredholm
theory of singular integral operators with semi-almost periodic matrix
coefficients and of convolution type operators with semi-almost periodic
w xmatrix symbols, see, e.g., 10, 8, 11, 3, 9 .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state a result to be
used later, about the stability of canonical AP factorizability of APW W
matrix-valued functions under small perturbations of their coefficients and
exponents. In Section 3, for the periodic and AP versions of the coronaW
theorem, some resutls on the determination of the corona solutions are
presented. In Sections 4]6 the canonical AP factorization for concrete
classes of AP matrix-valued functions is studied. A criterion for canoni-W
cal AP factorization is given in Section 4 for a class of periodic functions
and in Section 5 for classes of AP matrix-valued functions defined byW
 .1.1 with f a quotient of polynomials. Finally, in Section 6, by applying the
corona theorem we prove in an essentially simpler way a criterion for AP
 .factorization for the matrix function 1.1 in the case of a trinomial f that
w xwas already established in 12 . Moreover, by using corona solutions
obtained in Section 3 we calculate explicitly the factors of this factoriza-
tion. We note that the factors are obtained here for the first time.
2. STABILITY OF AP FACTORIZABILITYW
Let AP be the algebra of absolutely convergent Fourier seriesW
Ã ilj .  . f l e , where l runs through the spectrum V f ; R of f , and
" ÃAP s f g AP : f l s 0 for "l - 0 . . 4W W
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w xWe will use notations X for the class of n = n matrix functionsn, n
5 5 5 5 w xwith entries in X, and G s  G if G s  G e g AP , whereW l l l l W n, n
G are constant complex matrices.l
Below we will use the following result on the stability of the canonical
AP factorizability of AP matrix-valued functions under small perturba-W W
 w x wtions of coefficients and exponents cf. 18, Theorem 2 and 9, Theorem
x w x.5.6 ; see also 13, Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 .
w xLet a matrix-valued function G g AP be represented in the formW n, n
G j s G eihj , j g R, .  h
h
where G are constant complex matrices and h g R runs through anh
 .Abelian group H s H G generated by an at most countable set G ofG
real numbers g which are linearly independent over the ring Z.j
Let us associate to each g g G a real number g X and consider thej G j
X  X 4Abelian group H9 generated by the set G s g : g g G . The map n :G j j G
G ª GX , g ¬ g X, can be extended to a homomorphism n : H ª H9 thatG G j j
induces a Banach algebra homomorphism
c : AP H ª AP H9 , .  .n W Wn , n n , n
G eihj ¬ G ein h.j , h h
hgH hgH
w  .x  w x  . 4where AP H s G g AP : V G ; H .W n, n W n, n
w xTHEOREM 2.1. Let G be a matrix-¨ alued function in AP ,W n, n
G j s G eihj , .  h
 .hgV G
 .and let G ha¨e a canonical AP factorization. Then for each h g V G andW
 . n=nfor each g g G , there is a neighborhood U G of G in C and aj G h h
X  .neighborhood U of g in R such that, for e¨ery G g U G and for e¨eryg j h hj
g X g U , the matrix-¨ alued functionj g j
F j s GX ein h.j .  h
 .hgV G
has a canonical AP factorization.W
w xProof. Let G g AP have a canonical AP factorizationW n, n W
G s G G , 2.1 .q y
"1 w q x "1 w y x  "1.with G g AP , G g AP , and M G s I, where I standsq W n, n y W n, n q
for the identity matrix.
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First, we show that
V G"1 ; H . 2.2 . ."
Let
Gy1 s B q C , G s B q C , 2.3 .q q q y y y
w "x  .  .  .where B , C g AP , V B ; H, V C l H s B, and M B s" " W n, n " " q
I.
 "1. y1  .Since V G ; H, we get from G G s G and 2.3 that B G s B ,q y q y
 .whence by 2.1 ,
B G s B Gy1. 2.4 .q q y y
w q x y1 w y x  .Since B G g AP , B G g AP , and M B G s I, theq q W y y W n, n q q
 .equality 2.4 yields
B G s B Gy1 s I.q q y y
y1  y1 .  .Then G s B , G s B , and, hence, V G , V G ; H. Analogouslyq q y y q y
 .  y1 .we may conclude that V G , V G ; H.q y
 .  .As we have shown, there is an AP factorization 2.1 satisfying 2.2 .W
Then there is a sequence of matrix almost periodic polynomials P " suchk
that
5 " y1 5lim P y G s 0Wk "
kª`
 ".and V P ; H. Then we may choose k g N such thatk
1q y5 5I y P GP - . 2.5 .Wk k 2
 .Fix this k and choose neighborhoods U G of coefficients G , h gh h
 .V G , such that
X 1q ihj yP G y G e P - 2.6 .k h k 2 /
 .hgV G W
X  .  .  .  .for all G g U G and all h g V G . From 2.5 and 2.6 we haveh h
Xq ihj yI y P G e P - 1. 2.7 .k h k
 .hgV G W
Choose now neighborhoods U of generators g g G of the group Hg j Gj
such that, for all g X g U ,j g j
" "c P g AP . 2.8 . .n k W n , n
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 ".  ".This is possible since V P ; H l R and the sets V P are finite.k " k
 ".y1 w "x  ".y1 .Moreover, since P g AP , we get that 0 g V P and thek W n, n k
 ".y1 .  4sets V P R 0 ; R are separated from zero. Hencek "
y1 y1" " "c P s c P g AP . 2.9 . .  . .  /n k n k W n , n
w  .x w  .xSince c is a homomorphism of AP H into AP H9 , wheren W n, n W n, n
 . 5  .5 5 5  .H9 s n H and since c G F G , we get from 2.7 thatW Wn
Xq in h.j yI y c P G e c P .  .n k h n k
 .hgV G W
Xq ihj yF I y P G e P - 1. 2.10 .k n k
 .hgV G W
w x  .By Theorem 1.1 in 12 , from 2.10 it follows that the matrix-valued
function
F s c Pq GX ein h.jc Py .  .1 n k h n k
 .hgV G
q y  ".  ".y1 .has a canonical AP factorization F s F F , where V F , V FW 1 1 1 1 1
 .  .  .; H9 because V F ; H9. Then, by virtue of 2.8 and 2.9 , the matrix-1
valued function
F j s GX ein h.j .  h
 .hgV G
has a canonical AP factorization F s F F with factorsW q y
y1 y1q q y yF s c P F , F s F c P . .  . .  .q n k 1 y 1 n k
3. CORONA SOLUTIONS
q q Let H be the Hardy space of bounded analytic functions on P s z:`
4 qIm z ) 0 , and let f , . . . , f be functions in H . By the corona theorem1 n `
 w x.see, e.g., 6 , the corona problem
n
Äf f s 1 3.1 . j j
js1
Ä Ä qhas solutions f , . . . , f in H if and only if1 n `
inf max f z ) 0. .jq js1, . . . , nzgP
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 . q q w x Corona problem 3.1 in the class AP ; H is studied in 19 see also`
w x .17 for its AP version .W
If functions f , . . . , f g APq are periodic polynomials with period 2p ,1 n
then the substitution t s eij leads to usual polynomials
Ãf t s f arg t , j s 1, . . . , n , .  .j j
 < < 4on the unit circle G s z: z s 1 , for which we get a version of the corona
 .  < < 4theorem for H D , where D is the unit disk D s z g C: z - 1 . In this`
case, if the data are polynomials, we make use of the following theorem.
 w x.THE BEZOUT THEOREM see, e.g., 4 . Let f , g be polynomials that do
Änot ha¨e common roots. Then there exist polynomials f , g such thatÄ
Äff q gg s 1. 3.2 .Ä
In this section we present, for this periodic version, some useful results
about the determination of the corona solutions.
Given polynomials
m
mf t s ¨ t y c s ¨ q ¨ t q ??? q¨ t , 3.3 .  .  .m i 0 1 m
is1
n
ng t s w t y s s w q w t q ??? qw t , 3.4 .  . .n j 0 1 n
js1
we look for polynomials
Ä ny1f t s a q a t q ??? qa t , 3.5 .  .0 1 ny1
g t s b q b t q ??? qb t my 1 , 3.6 .  .Ä 0 1 my1
 .satisfying the corona condition 3.1 . To this end we can solve the algebraic
system
n m! # "! # "¡
¨ 0 w 0 a 0m n ny1
.¨ ¨ w w a .my 1 m ny1 n ny2 .
. . . . . .. ¨ . . w . . .my 1 ny1. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . w . .n. . . . . . . . .~ . . . .m q n .¨ . . ¨ . . w a s ..0 m ny1 0. . . . .
. . .¨ ¨ w . . b .0 my1 0 my1. . .
. . . .. . w . b .0 my2. . . .
. . . . .. . . . . 0. . . . .¢ 0 ¨ 0 w b 10 0 0
3.7 .
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The determinant of this system is called the resultant of polynomials f , g
 .  w xand is denoted by Res f , g . As it is known see, e.g., 15 , Chap. 4,
.Proposition 8.3 ,
m n
Res f , g s ¨ w c y s . 3.8 .  .  . m n i j
is1 js1
Then we arrive at the following sharpening of the Bezout theorem.
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f , g be polynomials gi¨ en by 3.3 and 3.4 with
Ä .  .¨ w / 0. The corona problem 3.2 has a solution f , g of the form 3.5 andÄm n
 .3.6 if and only if
c / s for all i s 1, . . . , m and all j s 1, . . . , n. 3.9 .i j
Ä .  .If 3.9 holds, then the coefficients of polynomials f , g can be found from 3.7Ä
by the Cramer rule.Â
 .We emphasize that 3.9 is a criterion for the solvability of the corona
 .problem 3.2 in the class of polynomials of arbitrary degree. If we look for
Äf , g in the class of bounded analytic functions on the unit disk D,Ä
 .condition 3.9 must be fulfilled only for the zeros of f , g which lie in D.
Now, for polynomial corona data f , g of some particular form, we
construct, explicitly, corona solutions which will be used later. Naturally,
their expressions look simpler than in the general case cf. Proposi-
.tion 3.1 .
PROPOSITION 3.2. For the corona data
f t s t m y c, g t s t n y s, t g G , .  .
where c, s g C; m, n g N, m - n and m, n are relati¨ ely prime, the corona
 . n mproblem 3.2 is sol¨ able in the class of polynomials if and only if c / s .
If the latter holds, then one pair of corona solutions is
kjmy11
ny1yk j k myjnÄf t s y c s t , .  n mc y s js0 ksk q1jy1
my11
ny1yk j k q1.my jq1.nj jg t s c s t , .Ä n mc y s js0
where
k s y1, k s E j q 1 nrm , j s 0, . . . , m y 2; . .y1 j
k s n y 1,my 1
 .and E j denotes the integer part of j g R.
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 .  .Proof. For given polynomials f , g we get from 3.7 or 3.8 that
m .  .n mq1 n mq1n m n mRes f , g s y1 c q y1 s s y1 c y s . .  .  .  .  .
Then by Proposition 3.1, for these polynomials f , g the corona problem
 . n m3.2 is solvable in the class of polynomials if and only if c / s . Taking
 .into account that k q 1 m s mn we getmy 1
m Ät y c f t .  .
my1y1
ny1yk j k q1.myjn ny1yk j k q1.myjnjy 1 jy1 j js yc s t q c s t , .n mc y s js0
t n y s g t .  .Ä
my11
ny1yk j k q1.myjn ny1yk jq1 k q1.my jq1.nj j j js c s t y c s t , .n mc y s js0
whence
m Ä nt y c f t q t y s g t s 1. .  .  .  .Ä
We generalize Proposition 3.2 to the class of AP functions withW
Ä .  .bounded spectra. Let E j be the integer part of j g R and let E j be
the greatest integer number which is less than j .
LEMMA 3.3. Let
f j s eimj y c, g j s einj y s, .  .q q
where c, s g C, 0 - m F n . Then for the sol¨ ability of the corona problem
Ä q  .   . w x4f f q g g s 1 in the class AP n s f g AP : V f ; 0, n it is nec-Äq q q q W W
essary and sufficient that
cn / sm , if nrm is rational with m , n g N relati¨ ely prime such that
nrm s mrn;
< <n < < mc / s , if nrm is irrational.
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Ä q  .If these conditions hold, then one pair of corona solutions f , g g AP nÄq q W
Ä . w w  . w wwhich possess the additional property V f ; 0, n , V g ; 0, m , has,Äq q
respecti¨ ely, the form:
i .
kjmy11
nyky1 jÄf j s y c s exp i km y jn j , .  . . q n mc y s js0 ksk q1jy1
my11
nyk y1 jjg j s c s exp i k q 1 m y j q 1 n j .  .Ä  . .  /q jn mc y s js0
Ä . .with k s E j q 1 nrm , if nrm s nrm is rational;j
k j`
yky1 jÄii f j s y c s exp i km y jn j , .  .  . . q
js0 ksk q1jy1
`
yk y1 jjg j s c s exp i k q 1 m y j q 1 n j .  .Ä  . .  /q j
js0
Ä n m . .  . < < < <with k s E j q 1 nrm and 0 f V g , if nrm is irrational and c ) s ;Äj q
t jq1`
ty1 yjÄiii f j s c s exp i ytm q jn j , .  .  . . q
js1 tst q1j
`
t yjjg j s y c s exp i yt m q j y 1 n j .  .Ä  .  .q j
js1
Ä n m . .  . < < < <with t s E j y 1 nrm and 0 f V f , if nrm is irrational and c - s .j q
Proof. Since 0 - m F n , the corona data f , g as well as the desiredq q
Ä q .corona solutions f , g belong to AP n . Then automatically g gÄ Äq q W q
q . q . w xAP m because f g AP m . By Theorem 5.5 from 1 , the coronaW q W
Ä q .problem f f q g g s 1 is solvable in AP n if and only ifÄq q q q W
inf max f z , g z ) 0. 3.10 4 .  .  .q q
zgC
 . y1  .. y1  ..Obviously, 3.10 holds if the preimages f D c and g D s of theq « q «
 .  < < 4  .  < < 4discs D c s z: z y c - « and D s s z: z y s - « do not inter-« «
sect for a sufficiently small « ) 0.
 .Investigate the fulfillment of 3.10 by comparing the zeros of the
functions
f z s eim z y c, g z s ein z y s. .  .q q
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The zeros of f and g are given byq q
< <z s arg c q 2p k y i log c rm , k g Z, 3.11 . .
and
< <z s arg s q 2p r y i log s rn , r g Z. 3.12 . .
y1  .. y1  ..Then f D c and g D s are contained in the setsq « q «
1 2p k 1 2p k
F c s Y c q and G s s Y s q , .  .  .  .D D« « « « / /m m n nkgZ kgZ
respectively, where
Y a s z : min arg a q « eiw - Re z - max arg a q « eiw , .  .  .« 
w . w .wg 0, 2p wg 0, 2p
< < < < 4ylog a q « - Im z - ylog max a y « , 0 . .  . 5
 .  .If the imaginary parts of the roots in 3.11 and 3.12 are different, i.e.,
< <1r m < <1rnif c / s or, equivalently,
< <n < < mc / s ,
 .  .  .then F c l G s s B for a small « ) 0 and hence 3.10 holds.« «
< <n < < mIf c s s but the number nrm is rational, then the condition
cn / sm , 3.13 .
where n, m are co-prime numbers in N such that nrm s nrm, denotes
that
arg c q 2p k rm / arg s q 2p r rn for all k , r g Z. .  .
 .  .  .Consequently, 3.13 implies that the number arg c rm y arg s rn does
  . 4not lie on the grid 2p lr n m : l g Z whence
inf arg c q 2p k rm y arg s q 2p r rn ) 0 .  .
k , rgZ
 .and again 3.10 holds.
 .It is easily seen that 3.10 is violated in other cases.
 .  .  .Let us show that the formulas i , ii , and iii are corona solutions.
Ä .In case i the formulas for f , g follow from Proposition 3.2 under theÄq q
 .replacement t s exp injrn .
Ä .  .In cases ii and iii all the expressions for f , g are well defined. It isÄq q
 .   ..easily seen that the series in case ii respectively in case iii converges
< <n < < m  < <n < < m.due to the inequality c ) s resp. c - s .
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< <n < < mLet nrm be irrational and c ) s . Then
`
yk y1 jjy 1Äf j f j s c s exp i k q 1 m y jn j .  .  . .  /q q jy1
js0
`
yk y1 jjy c s exp i k q 1 m y jn j , . .  /j
js0
`
yk y1 jq1jg j g j s y c s exp i k q 1 m y j q 1 n j .  .  .Ä  . .  /q q j
js0
`
yk y1jq c exp i k q 1 m y jn j , . .  /j
js0
Ä .whence, because k s E 0 s y1,y1
Ä yky1 y1f j f j q g j g j s c exp i k q 1 mj s 1. .  .  .  .  . .Äq q q q y1
 .Obviously, 0 f V g .Äq
 .iii is considered analogously. Notice also that in this case the functions
Äf , g can be rewritten in the formÄq q
kjy1
yky1 jÄf j s c s exp i km y jn j , .  . . q
jsy` ksk q1jy1
y1
yk y1 jjg j s y c s exp i k q 1 m y j q 1 n j .  .Ä  . .  /q j
jsy`
in view of the relation
ÄE j y 1 nrm s yE yj q 1 nrm y 1, .  . .  .
i.e., t s yk y 1.j yj
Ä . w w  . w w  .Finally, V f ; 0, n , V g ; 0, m since k m - j q 1 n FÄq q j
 .k q 1 m and hencej
0 F k q 1 m y jn F k m y jn s k m y j q 1 n q n - n , . .jy1 j j
0 F k q 1 m y j q 1 n s k m y j q 1 n q m - m. .  . .j j
w x  .Notice that in view of Theorem 5.5 in 1 , 3.10 is fulfilled automatically
 .  .in cases i ] iii of Lemma 3.3 due to the explicit solutions produced.
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4. PERIODIC MATRIX FUNCTIONS
Let G be defined by
nt 0
n




i y i yik kf t s a t , f t s s t , 4.2 .  .  . q i k k
is0 i s0k
and n ) 0, m ) 0.
 . ijThe matrix-valued function G defined by 4.1 with t s e is a particu-
 .lar case of 1.1 , and in this section we get a criteria for canonical AP
factorization for this class of periodic matrix functions. We emphasize that
w xthe criteria stated in Theorems 5.3 and 5.6 of 1 can give only sufficient
 .conditions for the canonical AP factorizability of the matrix function 4.1
 .if the representation of the nondiagonal entry f of 4.1 in the form
f s f f y h e 4.3 .q y y yl
is fixed. Notice that such representation is not unique.
 .  . ijLEMMA 4.1. Let G be defined by 4.1 and 4.2 with t s e and
< <s - 1, k s 1, . . . , n. 4.4 .k
Then the following two assertions are equi¨ alent:
 .i G has a canonical AP factorization.
 .  .ii The roots of the polynomial f in 4.2 do not belong to the setq
 4ns .k ks1
 .Proof. Assume that condition ii is satisfied. Let
n




y1y1f t s 1 y s t . 4.6 .  . .y k
ks1
Then we get
f t q h t tyn s f t f t , 4.7 .  .  .  .  .y q y




y1y mqn ym i yi y1j js f t f t s t s t 1 y s t . .  .  .   q k j j k / /  /ks1 ksjq1js1 i s0j
Define
n
n y1g t s t f t s t y s . 4.8 .  .  .  .q y k
ks1
We have
f g APq , g g APq , f "1 g APy , h g APy .q W q W y W y W
The polynomials f and g do not have common roots and by theq q
Ä ijBezout theorem there exist polynomials f , g of t s e such thatÄq q
Ä w xf f q g g s 1. Then, by Theorem 4.2 from 1 , the matrix-valued func-Äq q q q
tion G admits a canonical AP factorization with periodic factors G see"
 .  . w x.formulas 3.10 and 3.11 in 1 .
 .  .Conversely, assume that i is satisfied and let us show ii .
Suppose the polynomials f and g have common roots and S is theq q
set of common roots of f and g . Denote by n the cardinality of S .q q 0
Let
p t s t y s . 4.9 .  .  .
sgS
The polynomials
fq s f rp, gq s g rp 4.10 .1 q 1 q
do not have common roots, and by the Bezout theorem, there are polyno-
Äq q q Äq q qmials f and g such that f f q g g s 1.Ä Ä1 1 1 1 1 1
 .  .We have from 4.8 and 4.10 that
f t fq t .  .q 1n nf t f t s t s t . 4.11 .  .  .q y qg t g t .  .q 1
 .  .  .In view of 4.5 , 4.7 , and 4.11 the matrix function
nt 0
G t s . q n q yn1 f t t rg t t .  .1 1
 .has a canonical AP factorization simultaneously with 4.1 .
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Let
g t s gq t tynqn0 s g t tynr p t tyn 0 . .  .  .  . .y 1 q
 .  .  .Since p is a polynomial of degree n ) 0, we get from 4.8 , 4.9 , and 4.40
that g "1 g APy.y
Then the matrix function
q qf t yg t .  . 0 g t .1 1 y
G t s G t .  .2 1 y1q qÄ yg t 0 .g t f t .  .Ä y1 1
also has a canonical AP factorization.
On the other hand,
q qf t yg t .  . 0 g t .1 1 y
G t .1 y1q qÄ yg t 0 .g t f t .  .Ä y1 1
yn 0t 0
s 4.12 .q yn n0Äyf t t rg t t .  .1 y
 .and since n ) 0, the matrix-valued function on the right of 4.12 has an0
AP factorization with AP indices "n / 0. Thus we get a contradiction,0
 .and assertion ii is proved.
 .THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a periodic matrix function defined by 4.1 , with
y  . ijf and f defined by 4.2 and t s e . Then G has a canonical APq k
factorization if and only if the roots of the polynomial f do not belong to theq
 4nset s .k ks1
 .Proof. Since the spectrum of the function f given by 4.5 is bounded
 .  . w xand the w transform gives G t s G w t , it follows from Lemma 5.2 in 1w
that the matrix functions
n w nt n 0t 0
G t s , G t s , .  .yn w yn yn /f t t  / . f w t w t .
t n 0ÄG t s . ynw  /f w t t .
admit canonical AP factorizations only simultaneously. Choose w such that
y1 Ä< <s w - 1 for all k s 1, . . . , n. It remains to apply Lemma 4.1 to G .k w
With the help of Proposition 3.1 from this paper and Corollary 5.4 or
w xTheorem 5.6 taken from 1 , it is possible to construct explicit canonical
 .AP factorizations for matrix functions of the form 4.1 .
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5. AP MATRIX FUNCTIONSW
w xThe criteria obtained in 2 allow us to identify new classes of APW
matrix functions that have a canonical AP factorization. The next theo-W
rem gives one of them.
Again the mentioned criteria give only the sufficient conditions for the
canonical AP factorizability of matrix functions considered below. To
prove the necessity of these conditions we will use Theorem 2.1 and
Lemma 4.1.
w x  .THEOREM 5.1. Let G g AP be defined by 1.1 withW 2, 2
n m
f j s exp igj a exp im j y b c exp in j y d , .  .  . .  . . k k k j j j
ks1 js1
5.1 .
where g g R; a b / 0, k s 1, . . . , n; c d / 0, j s 1, . . . , m;k k j j
< < < <n q ??? q n F l, 5.2 .1 m
and either
g G 0; m ) 0, k s 1, . . . , n; n - 0, j s 1, . . . , m , 5.3 .k j
or
g F 0; m - 0, k s 1, . . . , n; n ) 0, j s 1, . . . , m. 5.4 .k j
Then the matrix-¨ alued function G has a canonical AP factorization if and
only if the following conditions hold:
 . < y1 <i c d - 1, j s 1, . . . , m;j j
 . < < < <ii g s 0 if n q ??? q n - l;1 m
 .iii for each k s 1, . . . , n and each j s 1, . . . , m,
< <1r m kb i arg b ra q 2pa . .k k k
exp  /< <a mk k
< <1r n jc i arg c rd q 2pb . .j j j
/ exp
< < /d nj j
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for all a , b g N if m , n are both rational;k j




Proof. We consider only the case
g G 0, m ) 0, k s 1, . . . , n , n - 0, j s 1, . . . , m;k j
the other situation is studied analogously.
 .  .  .Let the three conditions i , ii , and iii be satisfied.
Consider
m
m y1f j s y1 d d ??? d 1 y c d exp in j . .  .  . .y 1 2 m j j j
js1
"1 y  .We have f g AP from i .y W
 .Rewrite 5.1 in the form
f j s f j eiljrg j , .  .  .q q
where
n
y1f j s a a ??? a exp igj exp im j y a b , .  .  . .q 1 2 n k k k
ks1
g j s exp ilj rf j .  .  .q y
ms y1 d d ??? d exp i l q n q ??? qn j .  . .1 2 m 1 m
=
m
y1< <exp i n j y c d . .  .j j j
js1
q q  .  .Obviously, f g AP , g g AP in view of 5.2 . Moreover, from ii andq W q W
 .iii we get that
inf max f z , g z ) 0. 5.5 4 .  .  .q qqzgP
Indeed, consider the following functions in Hq :`
exp igj .
w j s , .0  1
1, if l q n q ??? qn s 0,1 n
c j s .0  exp i l q n q ??? qn j , if l q n q ??? qn ) 0; . .1 n 1 n
w j s a exp im j y b k s 1, . . . , n , .  .  .k k k k
c j s c y d exp yin j j s 1, . . . , m . .  . .j j j j
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Then
f s w w ??? w , g s c c ??? c ,q 0 1 n q 0 1 m
 .  .and, by virtue of ii and iii and of the proof of Lemma 3.3,
inf max w z , c z ) 0 5.6 .  .  . 4k jqzgP
for every k s 0, 1, . . . , n and every j s 0, 1, . . . , m. It remains to observe
that
inf max w z w z ??? w z , c z c z ??? c z 4 .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 n 0 1 mqzgP
mq 1nq1G inf min max w z , c z .  . 5k jq k , jzgP
mq 1nq1G min 1, min inf max w z , c z .  . 5k j 5qk , j zgP
 4max m , n q1
G min 1, min inf max w z , c z , .  . 4k j / 5qk , j zgP
 .  .which implies 5.5 in view of 5.6 .
w xThen by Theorem 4.2 from 1 , the matrix-valued function G has a
canonical AP factorization.
Conversely, let the matrix-valued function G admit a canonical AP
w xfactorization. Since G g AP , this factorization is automatically aW 2, 2
w xcanonical AP factorization 18 .W
 .  .Assume that at least one of the conditions i or ii is violated. Then a
 . small perturbation of coefficients in 5.1 which preserves see, e.g., Theo-
.rem 2.1 the canonical AP factorizability of the perturbed matrix func-W
e 0lÄ Ä .tion G s leads to the fulfillment of iii for f. So we may supposeÄ /f eyl
 .that iii holds for the original function f. Moreover, we may suppose that
< y1 <c d / 1 for all j s 1, 2, . . . , m.j j
 .Thus let us assume that iii holds and that
 4- 1, for j g J ; 1, 2, . . . , m ,0y1< <c dj j   4) 1, for j g J s 1, 2, . . . , m R J .1 0
Then
y1m
q yc exp in j y d s f j exp in j f j , .  .  . . . j j j 0 0 0 /js1
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where
fq j s 1 c y d exp yin j , .  . .0 j j j
jgJ1
fy j s 1 c exp in j y d , .  . .0 j j j
jgJ0
and
n s y n .0 j
jgJ1
 q."1 q  y."1 yWe have f g AP , f g AP , and, if J / B, n ) 0. Then0 W 0 W 1 0
 .for f defined by 5.1 , we get the representation
f j s fq j eiljrgq j , .  .  .1 1
where
fq j s f j fq j exp in j .  .  .  .1 q 0 0
n
s exp i g y n j ? a exp im j y b _ . . j k k k / / ks1jgJ1
y1
c y d exp yin j , . . j j j
jgJ1
gq j s exp ilj rfy j .  .  .1 0
s exp i l q n j c y d exp yin j , . . j j j j / / jgJjgJ 00
and fq , gq g APq.1 1 W
Let
d s min g y n , l q n . j j 5
jgJ jgJ1 0
 .  .If i or ii is violated we get that d ) 0. Assume d ) 0 and define
fq j s fq j eyi dj , .  .2 1
gq j s gq j eyi dj . .  .2 1
q q q q q  .Then f , g g AP and f s f e rg . Taking into account iii and the2 2 W 2 l 2
   ..."1 qrelation  c y d exp yin j g AP we havejg J j j j W1
q qinf max f z , g z ) 0. 4 .  .2 2qzgP
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 q."1  y..1 ySince l y d G 0 and e g s f g AP , Corollary 4.3 fromylqd 2 0 W
Äq q q q Äqw x1 ensures that there exist functions f , g g AP such that f f qÄ2 2 W 2 2
gqgq s 1.Ä2 2
Äq q qIf we have corona solutions f , g g AP , the canonical AP factoriz-Ä2 2 W
ability of G implies the canonical AP factorizability of G defined by1
q q iljf j yg j .  .2 2 e 0
G j s .1 q ilj q yiljq qÄ f j e rg j e .  .g j f j .  .Ä 2 22 2
=
y0 1rf j .0
yyf j 0 .0
yi dje 0
s .q y yilj idjÄyf j f j e e .  .2 0
Äq y " "Since d ) 0 and f f e g AP , there exist functions h g AP2 0 yl W 0 W
such that
Äq y yilj q yidj y idjf j f j e s h j e q h j e . .  .  .  .2 0 0 0
This implies the canonical AP factorizability of
yi dje 01 0 1 0
G j s . q y2 q y yilj idjh j 1 h j 1Ä .  .yf j f j e e .  .0 02 0
yi dje 0s ,
idj0 e
which is impossible.
 .  .  .Now let i and ii hold, but assume iii is violated.
 .Since G defined by 1.1 remains canonically AP factorizable underW
small perturbations of the coefficients and under small perturbations of
the exponents due to Theorem 2.1, we can find rational exponents
Ä Ä Äl, g , m , n , k s 1, . . . , n, j s 1, . . . , m and coefficients a , b , c , d , dif-Ä Ä Ä Ä Äk j k k k k
ferent from zero, in all sufficiently small neighborhoods of the initial
exponents and coefficients such that all the conditions of Theorem 5.1
 .  .  .except iii are satisfied and at least for one pair k, j and a , b g N = N,
< <1r mÄ < <1r nk Ä jÄ Äb c b cÄ Äk j k j
< < < <s , arg q 2pa m s arg q 2pb n .Ä Äk j /  /Ä Äa aÄ Äd dk kj j
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ÄThe perturbed matrix-valued function G can be written in a periodic
Ä .form 4.1 and we conclude from Lemma 4.1 that G does not admit a
canonical AP factorization which contradicts the stability of the canonical
AP factorizability property under small perturbations of the coefficientsW
and exponents.
 .COROLLARY 5.2. Let G be defined by 1.1 with
n
f j s a exp igj exp im j y b .  .  . .0 k k
ks1
= ct1 ct 2 ??? ct m exp i n t q ??? qn t j , 5.7 .  . . 1 2 m 1 1 m m
 .t , . . . , t gR1 m
< < < <where g g R, a / 0, b b ??? b / 0, c c ??? c / 0, n q ??? q n F l,0 1 2 n 1 2 m 1 m
< < < < < < < < < <R s t , . . . , t : n t q ??? q n t F l q g q m q ??? q m , . 1 m 1 1 m m 1 n
 4t g 0, 1, . . . , j s 1, . . . , m ,4j
 .  .and either condition 5.3 or 5.4 of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied. Then G has a
canonical AP factorization if and only if
 . < < < <i g s 0 in case n q ??? q n - l,1 m
 .ii for each k s 1, . . . , n and each j s 1, . . . , m,
< <1r < m k < < <b exp i arg b q 2pa r m . .k k k
< <1r <n j < < </ c exp i arg c q 2pb r n for all a , b g N . .j j j
if m , n are both rational;k j
< <1r < m k < < <1r <n j <b / c ,k j
otherwise.
 .  .Proof. Consider G satisfying condition 5.3 . Since the spectrum V f
 .of the function f given by 5.7 is bounded, it follows from Lemma 5.2 in
w x1 that the matrix-valued function G has a canonical AP factorization if
and only if the matrix function
ilje 0Ä  4G j s , w g C R 0 , . yi ljw f j e .w
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with
n
g m kf j s a w exp igj w exp im j y b .  .  . .w 0 k k
ks1
=
n t q ??? qn t1 1 m mt t t1 2 mc c ??? c w exp ij . . 1 2 m
 .t , . . . , t gR1 m
 4has a canonical AP factorization for every w g C R 0 .
Then we may choose w ) 0 such that
< n j <c w - 1 for all j s 1, 2, . . . , m ,j
and find h g APy such thaty W
f j s f j q h j exp yilj .  .  .  .w , h w y
m gs a y1 w exp igj .  .0
=
n m
m nk jw exp im j y b c w exp in j y 1 . . .  . . k k j j
ks1 js1
Ä Ä  .  .Since the matrix functions G and G defined by 1.1 with f j sw w , h
 .f j , have canonical AP factorizations only simultaneously, we get fromw, h
Theorem 5.1 the assertion of the corollary.
6. TRINOMIAL MATRIX FUNCTIONS
In this section we obtain a criterion of canonical AP factorizability and
explicit expressions of the AP factors for the matrix-valued function
ilje 0
G j s , 6.1 .  .yi nj iaj yiljc e y c q c e ey1 0 1
where
c c c / 0, 0 - a , n - l s a q n . 6.2 .y1 0 1
 . A criterion of canonical AP factorization for 6.1 is already known see
w x.12, Theorem 5.1 , but here we prove it in an essentially simpler way. We
 .emphasize that if G is defined by 6.1 and does not have canonical AP
 w x.factorization, it is not AP factorizable at all see 12 .
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According to Lemma 3.3 define
Äk s E j q 1 lra , t s E j y 1 lra , j g Z. 6.3 .  .  . .  .j j
Let also
c s c cy1 , s s c cy1 ."1, 0 "1 0 y1 1
 .  .THEOREM 6.1. Let G be defined by 6.1 and 6.2 . Then the matrix-
¨alued function G has a canonical AP factorization if and only if the following
inequalities hold:
ckcm / ckqm 6.4 .1 y1 0
if b s nra is rational, where k, m g N are relati¨ ely prime numbers such
that nra s krm;
< < b < < < < bq1c c / c 6.5 .1 y1 0
if b s nra is irrational.
The factors of a canonical AP factorization G s G G ha¨e the followingq y
form:
 .  .i If b is rational and 6.4 holds, then
ky1 jmy1c0 ynqk jy c s exp i ka y jl j . .  1, 0yn mc y s1, 0 js0 ksk q1jy1G j s .q my11
ynqk q1 jjy c s exp i k q 1 a y j q 1 l j . . .  /1, 0 jyn mc y s1, 0 js0
exp ilj y s .
,
c exp iaj y c .1 0
yc s q c s exp yinj .0 y1
my1 k ynqk jq1 ik ay jq1.l.jj  c s eG j s . js0 ksk q2 1, 0y jy 11 y yn mc y s1, 0
s exp yilj y 1 .
my 1 k ynqk j ik ay jq1.l.jj  c s e ,js0 ksk q1 1, 0jy 1y1yc0 yn mc y s1, 0
where n, m g N are co-prime numbers such that lra s nrm.
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 . < < b < < < < bq1ii If b is irrational and c c - c , then1 y1 0
kj`
y1 k jyc c s exp i ka y jl j . . 0 1, 0
js0 ksk q1jy1G j s .q `
k q1 jjy c s exp i k q 1 a y j q 1 l j . . .  /1, 0 j
js0
exp ilj y s .
, 6.6 .
c exp iaj y c .1 0
yc s q c s exp yinj .0 y1
kj`G j s .y k jq11 y c s exp i ka y j q 1 l j . . .  1, 0
js0 ksk q2jy1
s exp yilj y1 .
kj` . 6.7 .y1 k jyc c s exp i kay jq1 l j . . . 0 1, 0
js0 ksk q1jy1
 . < < b < < < < bq1iii If b is irrational and c c ) c , then1 y1 0
t jq1`
y1 yt yjc c s exp i ytaq jl j exp ilj y s .  . . 0 1, 0
js1 tst q1jG j s , . `q
yt yjjc s exp i yt aq jy1 l j c exp iaj yc .  . .  .1, 0 j 1 0
js1
6.8 .
yc s q c s exp yinj .0 y1
t y1jq1`G j s .y yt yjq11 q c s exp i yta q j y 1 l j . . .  1, 0
js1 tst q1j
s exp yilj y 1 .
t jq1` . 6.9 .y1 yt yjc c s exp i yta q j y 1 l j . . . 0 1, 0
js1 tst q1j
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w xProof. From Lemma 5.2 in 1 it follows that the matrix-valued function
G admits a canonical AP factorization if and only if the matrix function
exp ilj 0 .ÄG j s , .w yn ac w exp yinj y c q c w exp iaj exp yilj .  .  .y1 0 1
where w ) 0, has a canonical AP factorization.
Let us choose w ) 0 such that
< y1 < aqnc c - wy1 1
and define
c s c wyn , c s c w a .Ä Äy1 y1 1 1
ÄThen G coincides withw
ilje 0ÄG j s , . yi nj iaj yiljc e y c q c e eÄ Äy1 0 1




yi nj iaj iaj k yi k lj yiljc e y c q c e s c e y c s e y h j e , .Ä Ä Ä . y1 0 1 1 0 y /
ks0
y1 < <where s s c c , s - 1, andÄ Äy1 1
`
2 yinj k yi k ljh j s yc s q c s e s e . . Ä . y 0 1
ks0
Then the function
Ä yi nj iajf j s c e y c q c e . Ä Äy1 0 1
is represented in the form
Äf s f f y h e ,q y y yl
where
f j s c eiaj y c s c eiaj y cy1c , . Ä Ä Ä .q 1 0 1 1 0
y1yiljf j s 1 y se , .  .y
g j s eilj fy1 j s eilj y s. .  .q y
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y q . "1 y q .We have h g AP , f g AP l , f g AP , and g g AP l . On they W q W y W q W
other hand,
inf max f z , g z ) 0 4 .  .q q
zgC
when
ny1 mc c / s 6.10 .Ä .1 0
if lra is rational and n, m are co-prime numbers in N such that
lra s nrm, and
< y1 < l < < ac c / s 6.11 .Ä1 0
 .if lra is irrational see the proof of Lemma 3.3 .
 .  .  .  .Note that 6.4 and 6.5 are equivalent to 6.10 and 6.11 because
 .  .n y m s k and lra s b q 1. Then if 6.4 and 6.5 are satisfied, the
Ämatrix-valued function G has a canonical AP factorization in view of
w xTheorem 5.6 in 1 .
Now let us calculate the factors when G has a canonical AP factoriza-
tion.
First suppose that w s 1, i.e.,
y1 < <c s c , s s c c , and s - 1.Ä"1 "1 y1 1
 . w xSince G satisfies the conditions ii of Theorem 5.6 1 , the factors G are"
given by
Äf j g j .  .q qG j s , 6.12 .  .q yg j f j .  .Äq q
h j rf j y1rf j .  .  .y y y
G j s , 6.13 .  .y yilj yiljÄ Äyf j e h j q f j f j e .  .  .  .q y y q
Ä q .where f , g g AP l are corona solutions for the corona data f , g gÄq q W q q
q .AP l .W
 . y1Let k , t be given by 6.3 and c s c c .j j "1, 0 0 "1
Ä q .From Lemma 3.3 we get the following corona solutions f , g g AP l .Äq q W
If lra s nrm, then
ky1 jmy1c0 ynqk jÄf j s y c s exp i ka y jl j , .  . . q 1, 0yn mc y s1, 0 js0 ksk q1jy1
my11
ynqk q1 jjg j s c s exp i k q 1 a y j q 1 l j . .  .Ä  . .  /q 1, 0 jyn mc y s1, 0 js0
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< < b < < < < bq1If lra is irrational and c c - c , then1 y1 0
kj`
y1 k jÄf j s yc c s exp i ka y jl j , .  . . q 0 1, 0
js0 ksk q1jy1
`
k q1 jjg j s c s exp i k q 1 a y j q 1 l j . .  .Ä  . .  /q 1, 0 j
js0
< < b < < < < bq1If lra is irrational and c c ) c , then1 y1 0
t jq1`
y1 yt yjÄf j s c c s exp i yta q jl j , .  . . q 0 1, 0
js1 tst q1j
`
yt yjjg j s y c s exp i yt a q j y 1 l j . .  .Ä  .  .q 1, 0 j
js1
 .This gives G by 6.12 . It can be checked directly thatq
Ä yi ljyf j e h j q f j .  .  .q y y
Ä yi ljs 1 y f j e h j rf j f j .  .  .  . .q y y y
kjmy1¡ 1
ynqk jq11y c s exp i kay jq1 l j , . . .  1, 0yn mc y s1, 0 js0 ksk q2jy1
if lra is rational,
kj`
k jq11 y c s exp i ka y j q 1 l j , . . .  1, 0~ js0 ksk q2s jy1
b bq1< < < < < <if lra is irrational and c c - c ,1 y1 0
t y1jq1`
yt yjq11 q c s exp i yta q j y 1 l j , . . .  1, 0
tstjs1 jq1
b bq1¢ < < < < < <if lra is irrational and c c ) c .1 y1 0
 .This gives G by 6.13 .y
It remains to observe that the formulas of G obtained under the"
< < < <assumption s - 1 are also valid when s G 1. This can be easily checked
by direct multiplication.
 .  .Let us finally show that the conditions 6.4 and 6.5 are necessary for
the canonical AP factorizability of G.
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If b s nra is rational, the matrix function G has a canonical AP
factorization only simultaneously with
inje 0
G j s , 6.14 .  .0 yi kj imj yinjc e y c q c e ey1 0 1
 .  .where n s k q m and nra s krm, because G j s G mjra .0
w x  w x.It follows from Lemma 4.2 in 5 see also 14 that the matrix-valued
 .function 6.14 has a canonical AP factorization if and only if
n
det c d y c d q c d / 0, 6.15 . .y1 iqk , j 0 i , j 1 i , mqj i , js1
where d is the Kronecker symbol, i.e.,i j
n n k my1 c y c c / 0. .  .0 1 y1
 .Thus we have that 6.4 is a necessary condition if b s nra is rational.
 . w xNecessity of 6.5 in case of irrational b s nra is proved in 12 . To
keep the exposition self-contained, we reproduce it here.
Let
< < b < < < < bq1c c s c .1 y1 0
If G has a canonical AP factorization, then with the help of a small
perturbation of c , c we get a matrix function of the same form for1 y1
 .  .  .  .which 6.5 holds. If 6.5 is satisfied, then 6.6 ] 6.9 give that
y1 y1¡ yc ys 0 cyc s y10 00 s ,
0 yc yc 01 00 0
b bq1< < < < < <if c c - c ,1 y1 0~d G s . y1yc c 00 ys yc s y1 y1 10 s ,y1 y1s yc 1 0 y2c yc c0 0 y1 1
b bq1¢ < < < < < <if c c ) c .1 y1 0
 .The mapping G ¬ d G acts continuously from the set of canonically
AP factorizable AP matrix functions to the set of constant complexW
 w x.matrices see, e.g., Theorem 7 and Corollary 8 in 8 . Since for the
perturbed matrix functions considered we may obtain both possibilities for
 .d G , we get a contradiction.
w xLet us remark again that in Theorem 5.1 of 12 it is proved that G,
 . < < b < < < <1qbdefined by 6.1 , is not AP factorable at all if c c / c and1 y1 0
b s nra is irrational. Hence this condition gives not only a criterion of
canonical AP factorizability, but also a criterion of AP factorizability with
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any partial AP indices. In the case of rational b , G is always AP
 w x.factorizable, but it can happen see, e.g., Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in 13 that
 .G is AP factorizable with nonzero partial AP indices if 6.4 is violated.
Finally, note that with the help of Theorem 6.1 we may construct explicit
canonical AP factorizations for all triangular 2 = 2 matrix functions con-
w xsidered in 2 .
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